CBSE/CE/2021/ Dated: 05.08.2021

CIRCULAR

CBSE has declared the result of classes X and XII successfully with the help of all the schools. The credit goes to the teachers who were involved in the preparation of results of both classes X and XII. As it is stands informed that disputes regarding computation of results will be referred to a committee by the CBSE, in this regard it is communicated that CBSE is preparing the policy for submitting representations to CBSE. This policy will be uploaded on the Board’s website by the evening of 6th August, 2021. Representation will only be accepted if made as per policy.

The school who are making contact to CBSE in any form, are requested to make the representations, once the policy is uploaded on the website, by complying the direction given therein. Any representation sent before this notification will have to be submitted again as per the policy notified within the given time line.

CBSE is committed to resolve all the representation within the time frame as stated in the policy.

(DR. SANYAM BHARDWAJ)
Controller of Examinations